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Our Experience Scaling Deep Learning:
Deep Learning at 15PF *
•

Joint work between NERSC, Stanford University and
Intel on Cori Phase II

•

Novel approach to distributed SGD: synchronous
within the group, asynchronous across the groups

•

Record scaling: in terms of number of nodes
collaboratively training the same model (9600 KNL)

•

Record peak performance: ~15PF

•

Communication approach: MLSL for intragroup
communication, MPI for intergroup

•

The mechanism is available in IntelCaffe/MLSL

•

Real-world pattern classification problems in HEP
and Climate Science
* https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3126916

http://www.nersc.gov/users/computational-systems/cori/configuration/

What should we need to consider in a large-scale DL benchmark
• Clearly state the goal: Ranking the
compute infrastructure goodness
• Scale matters – 1000s of nodes

• Proxy of a real-world, forward-looking
application
• Not another ImageNet J

• End-to-end time-to-train to a given
level of accuracy

• Challenging enough DL training with
spelt-out network and dataset

• Consider TCO as well

• Allow flexibility of data-model
parallelism, inter-node communication,
precision, etc.

• Include public cloud – now offering
millions of cores

• All such need to be disclosed

• Open source code, reproducible results
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Trend 1a:
Neural Networks getting augmented

NN + X

X = Coupled PDEs

Hybrid learning of with neural networks and coupled dynamic
system (PDEs) for heat dissipation and fluid dynamics [1]

NN +
Memory
Memory needed to perform Turing-complete operations. DeepMind
work on differentiable memory [2]

Large embedding tables
mapping sparse
feature vector to
dense vectors –
Requires several TBs
of memory [3]
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Trend 2:
Focus shifts from patterns to anomalies

Cyber-Security Real-time monitoring
Internet of things (IOT)
SOCIAL MEDIA

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING DATA CENTERS
Data analytics
WEATHER / ASTRONOMY

Anomaly Detection Is Everywhere
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New Evaluation Model
Expressive, Flexible, Extensible
§ Superset of:
– Classical model
– Other state-of-the-art evaluators (NAB)

§ NIPS ‘18 Spotlight
§ Other NIPS’18 Highlight:
– Intel for the first time in the league of
>1% of accepted paper affiliations
NIPS ’18 (Spotlight): https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03639 (non-camera-ready version)
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Trend 3: Moving beyond perception
Focus shifts from sparse and graph analytics
Many Big Data sets can be represented as a graph: Social networks, IP network
traffic, road networks, physics models, etc.
Graph analytics can reveal interesting information:
detecting patterns and clusters, shortest path calculation,
search problems
Differences with ‘classic’ HPC:
Sparse data: connection matrix has small fraction of
non-zeros
Light computations: walking through graph makes most
algorithms memory bound
Data dependent: process time depends on number of
neighbors, which can be highly unbalanced

